A 15-MINUTE GUIDE TO RETENTION MANAGEMENT
FOREWORD

For you as a business professional, time is a precious commodity. You spend much of your day distilling concepts, evaluating options, and managing complex transactions. When you need information, you need it in a form that can be assimilated quickly—forget the mind-numbing detail and get to the point.

With that in mind, we’ve developed our series of 15-minute guides to essential topics in information management. This guide focuses on retention management—specifically, the tools and technology that enable businesses to properly retain and dispose of large volumes of content in order to reduce information management costs and adhere to legal and corporate obligations.

In about 15 minutes, we’ll illustrate the challenges organizations face when properly retaining and disposing of business information, suggest a framework for overcoming these challenges, and discuss various solution options and benefits. We think you’ll agree that it will be 15 minutes well spent.
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INTRODUCTION

Information is the lifeblood of any modern-day enterprise—many organizations will succeed or fail based on the accuracy, availability, and security of their information. As a result, information needs to be managed as a critical corporate asset according to a well-designed information governance strategy. Quite simply, companies that design and implement processes and systems with specified decision rights and accountability for how information is created, stored, used, retained, and disposed of will have a distinct competitive advantage.

Organizations must confront significant challenges when designing and implementing an information governance strategy for today’s complex business environment.

• **Exponential growth in electronic content**: Systems need to manage this growth and simply archiving information to maintain overall performance is not enough. Organizations must ultimately dispose of it according to consistent policies that both fulfill regulatory and legal obligations and reduce information management costs.

• **Increased pace of regulatory change**: Business and IT managers must respond to a wide range of rapidly changing rules and regulations that govern the management of information in order to address an increasingly complex legal and compliance landscape.

• **A much wider range of unstructured content**: The face of unstructured information requiring governance has expanded to include e-mail, file systems, and a rapidly growing set of social networking content such as wikis, blogs, and user-generated content. Regulatory and legal requirements have expanded to include much of this content under formal management policies, and specific content types may have specific retention and disposition needs.

The basis of any information governance strategy is the appropriate retention and disposition of electronic and physical information, or retention management. A well-designed retention management solution provides a cost-effective means to better cope with large volumes of content; adhere to rapidly changing compliance standards; and effectively respond to operational, corporate, and regulatory demands.
It is critical for organizations to have good information governance in order to operate in today’s complex business environment. If implemented without a well-thought-out strategy and design, governance practices have the potential for slowing down operations and inhibiting successful business results. However, a well designed information governance strategy actually has the opposite effect by freeing users and organizations from the worry of policy compliance and allowing them to focus on delivering better products and services. Moreover, rapidly changing industry trends, such as cloud computing, are redefining the boundaries of IT infrastructures. With more data and applications moving outside of corporate firewalls, information governance becomes the means by which businesses can move to the cloud with confidence that their content is being appropriately managed.

At the foundation of good information governance is knowing where all an organization’s enterprise content resides and that its use is being carefully managed. As a result, it is a business imperative in today’s environment that organizations ensure that their content is retained and disposed of according to corporate policies and/or industry regulations. This capability must both be broadly deployed and efficiently implemented.

Organizations can have a wide range of information retention and disposition requirements. Content may be well organized - residing in an enterprise repository with readily available metadata for controlling retention. Or it may be unmanaged - spread around the extended enterprise in a variety of network locations and formats. Some content, such as contracts, government filings, or case management files, is mission-critical with highly regulated, long-term retention and access control requirements. Other content, such as twitter feeds, blogs, or daily newsletters, may be transitory in nature with a very short shelf life and few privacy concerns.

Businesses and vendors have attempted to address this wide range of retention management needs using a number of approaches.
THE PIECENAL APPROACH
In response to the growing volume and complexity of content that needs policy-driven retention management, many vendors have added a semblance of retention management to each of their products - forcing businesses to implement an overall solution by specifying content retention policies within each individual product. Each separate product then runs on its own, managing the retention of the content under its control.

Organizations that address retention management with this approach can encounter many problems, including:

- **Inadequate retention and disposition capabilities**: Many products don't have the necessary retention and disposition capabilities to satisfy compliance, certification, or other regulatory imperatives across all content, resulting in holes in a retention management strategy and a difficulty to enforce policies.
- **Inability to implement consistent retention policies across different products**: Each product has its own retention engine, with its own set of management interfaces. Attempting to coordinate retention activities across systems can result in retention errors, inconsistent results, and perhaps most worrisome, an inability to demonstrate compliance.
- **Inability to easily update retention policies**: Updating retention policies across multiple products can be time consuming, expensive, and difficult to accomplish in a rapidly changing regulatory and e-discovery environment.

This piecemeal approach makes it difficult for organizations to scale their retention management capabilities to the extended enterprise.

THE CLASSIC RECORDS MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Classic records management systems provide extensive retention and disposition capabilities for content that is being managed to rigorously defined standards. Individuals, processes, or business systems can declare content as a formal record. The content is then managed by a records management system with a broad set of system-enforced capabilities, including the ability to:

- Specify and implement a file plan that details security, content permissions, retention duration, and disposition criteria
- Specify and implement a rich set of user and role-based record access controls
- Support and implement litigation “holds” on content that must be retained for specific legal or regulatory investigations independent of disposal status
- Monitor and manage audit trails detailing record possession, condition, transfer, and/or immutability

This type of rigorous records management approach is necessary for a subset of enterprise content whose management may need to conform to mission-critical, regulatory, or legal standards. Records management systems can enable companies to comply with wide-ranging recordkeeping requirements, reduce the cost of litigation and audits, and appropriately dispose of content once it has fulfilled regulatory and compliance obligations.
But this formal approach is not necessary for much of the other content in large, enterprise systems. This broader set of content needs appropriate retention and disposition controls in place, but may not need the additional controls required by formal records management. The time and effort required for both users and administrators to implement records management’s broad, system-enforced capabilities can make it impractical for wide-scale deployment.

ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGE: A MODULAR APPROACH TO RETENTION

The two approaches outlined above illustrate the fundamental challenge to retention management in an enterprise environment. How can robust retention management capabilities be consistently implemented across the enterprise while simultaneously minimizing deployment time and cost, and the impact on user and administrator productivity?

Responding to this challenge in today’s complex environment demands a modular approach to records and retention management. This approach avoids the pitfalls of a piecemeal approach yet still provides the flexibility required to address a company’s varying requirements across the entire enterprise. For an effective modular approach, a business should organize their records and retention efforts around three main areas of capabilities.

ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT

First, consider whether to deploy an enterprise content management (ECM) platform suitable for wide-scale adoption to provide essential content management capabilities. This platform should feature a unified architecture capable of storing virtually any type and format of content. By utilizing a rich set of content services, security, and access controls, users and businesses can organize, control, and access their content through a range of client interfaces. By building upon these services, retention and records management capabilities become a seamless part of an ECM platform. This platform will form the basis by which an organization can design and deliver an information governance capability that is responsive to today’s complex challenges.
CORE RETENTION CAPABILITY
Second, strive to deliver a core retention management capability that can operate automatically, without user intervention, to consistently manage the retention and disposition of all enterprise content. This capability should be robust enough to satisfy the requirements of formal records management, yet be able to operate independently with a small deployment footprint in order to avoid the overhead of a full records management solution. Such core retention management capabilities should satisfy a broad set of regulatory, compliance, and investigative retention and disposition requirements for the bulk of a company’s content.

FORMAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY
Finally, design a records management capability that encompasses core retention management functionality as a “retention and disposition component,” while also providing the complete set of additional services required for formal records management. The records management solution should have optional components in order to manage content not typically found in an enterprise content platform, such as physical records or information stored in other records management systems. This solution will be used for the specific content that must conform to mission-critical, regulatory, or legal standards. Ideally, the underlying core retention management capability will provide the same retention and disposition functionality for all content whether or not it is under the control of a records management system.

A Modular Approach to Retention Management

BENEFITS OF A MODULAR APPROACH
This type of modular approach provides organizations with many distinct benefits:

- **Wider application of retention and disposition policies**: Core retention management capabilities can satisfy the retention and disposition requirements for the bulk of content across the enterprise without impacting user productivity. Requiring less overhead to configure and deploy than a formal records management solution, a core retention engine becomes an efficient and effective way to deliver rigorous retention and disposition capabilities enterprise-wide.
• **Better use of resources:** The overhead required for records management can be concentrated on mission-critical content that needs to be managed according to formal standards. With the bulk of content in an enterprise being retained and disposed of by the core retention engine, users and administrators are free to focus their efforts appropriately.

• **Consistent standards:** Retention and disposition capabilities are delivered according to the same consistent standards for both records and non-records. The core retention engine has the same robust retention and disposition capabilities, whether deployed as a standalone solution or as a component of a records management system. Enterprise-wide retention coverage is assured and consistent compliance to standards can be demonstrated.

The growing adoption of cloud computing and the rapid changes in both social media and mobile applications will provide additional challenges to retention management. This consistent, robust, and scalable modular approach can provide a better foundation from which to respond to future changes in a complex information governance environment.

**RETENTION AND DISPOSITION CHALLENGES AND EMC SOLUTIONS**

EMC provides robust retention and disposition options that deliver the capabilities and benefits of a modular system.

**EMC DOCUMENTUM PLATFORM**

The EMC® Documentum® Platform provides the essential capabilities for managing enterprise content. Service-oriented and based on industry standards, the Documentum Platform supports a broad range of operating systems, databases, application servers, and enterprise applications. With simplified administration, security, and user management, it provides universal access to a single or common repository.

The Documentum Platform provides the foundation for compliance and security by controlling content access through fine-grained authentication, authorization, and auditing. The platform is enterprise-class, providing a scalable, fault tolerant, extensible architecture capable of supporting both workgroups and globally distributed deployments.
EMC DOCUMENTUM RETENTION POLICY SERVICES

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
An organization has decided to use an ECM system for managing its content in order to accelerate the flow of information across processes and improve business performance. All of the content needs to be appropriately and consistently retained and disposed of to reduce storage management costs and to satisfy a broad set of regulatory, compliance, and investigative requirements.

SOLUTION
EMC Documentum Retention Policy Services is a core retention engine suitable for enterprise-wide deployment. Deployed as a standalone product, or as a component of an EMC records management system, Retention Policy Services provides consistent and robust retention management capabilities for both records and non-records.

Retention Policy Services is fully compliant with the retention requirements of DOD 5015.2 v3. As a standalone product, it satisfies a broad range of regulatory, compliance, and investigative requirements for the bulk of a company’s enterprise content. Features and benefits include the ability to:

• Automate retention according to event-based triggers in workflows and business processes via robust policies. Policies are applied automatically and transparently to minimize end-user involvement and maximize policy compliance.
• Configure automatic disposition in the policy or define mandatory conditions that enforce administrative review and approval prior to disposal.
• Apply litigation holds. Litigation hold capabilities suspend disposition based on ongoing investigations and provide an interface with audit trails for the legal team. Holds can be managed by legal case matter with support for multiple overlapping holds.
• Set expiration dates to ensure the systematic disposal of non-records content when no retention policy or litigation hold has been applied.

EMC DOCUMENTUM RECORDS MANAGER

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
An organization has decided to use an ECM system for managing its content in order to accelerate the flow of information across processes and improve business performance. A subset of their content needs to be management according to mission-critical, regulatory, or legal standards satisfied by a formal records management system.

SOLUTION
EMC Documentum Records Manager provides formal records management capabilities and allows companies to meet stringent government records management standards including DOD 5015.2 v3. Records Manager uses Retention Policy Services as a foundational component to provide consistent retention and disposition capabilities for records and non-records alike. Records Manager provides additional capabilities required to manage enterprise content according to mission-critical, regulatory, and legal standards. These features include:

• Management interfaces that formally define the contents of a record along with its security model, content permissions, retention duration, and disposition criteria.
• A rich set of user and role-based content controls that provide the ability to manage access down to the individual record level.
• Certifiable audit trails that detail record possession, condition, transfer, and/or immutability.
• Notifications that alert records owners when records are eligible for disposition, track record progress, and produce confirmation reports on records’ ultimate destruction.
• EMC Documentum Physical Records Services, which allows physical records to be linked to Records Manager and managed according to the same rigorous standards as electronic records.
• EMC Documentum Federated Records Services, which extends in-place records management to content located in multiple source repositories. All policies are stored in a single, virtual master repository with a single set of behaviors that ensure data integrity, while the underlying federated content remains in its source repository.

EMC SOURCEONE FAMILY

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
An organization holds a large amount of unstructured information in their messaging system, within file shares, or within their Microsoft SharePoint environment. This content needs to be off-loaded from production servers to both improve system performance and lower storage management costs and requirements, while also being retained and disposed of appropriately to meet regulatory mandates and reduce the risks and costs of eDiscovery requests.

SOLUTION
The EMC SourceOne™ family of products provides retention and disposition services for information that is typically not under the management of an enterprise content platform, such as e-mail and unstructured content in file systems or Microsoft SharePoint. The EMC SourceOne family of products enables an organization to:

• Consolidate policies and ensure consistent and automatic retention and disposition of content across a variety of repositories and systems, including Microsoft Exchange, IBM Lotus Notes Domino, native files systems, and Microsoft SharePoint for litigation preparedness and good information governance.
• Reduce the operational costs and boost the efficiency and performance of the production environment. The EMC SourceOne family leverages a tiered storage infrastructure to reclaim capacity and enhance performance, reduce storage requirements, and improve backup and recovery operations.
• Provide DOD 5015.2 v3 certification of e-mail records when paired with EMC Records Manager.
ASTRAZENECA REDUCED COSTS AND IMPROVED COMPLIANCE WITH EMC’S MODULAR RETENTION SOLUTION

THE CHALLENGE

As one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world, appropriately retaining and disposing of information is a corporate and regulatory imperative. With critical R&D information spread out across business units located in 50 countries around the world, and thousands of record keeping systems globally, AstraZeneca recognized the need for an automated long term retention management solution. “By protecting and preserving our critical records for regulatory and legal obligations, we significantly minimize the risk to the company. ... We needed such a solution to protect the company’s license to operate.” says AstraZeneca’s Strategy & Program Director, Archives and Records Management Group (ARM)

THE SOLUTION

Using EMC’s Documentum Platform, Retention Policy Services (RPS) and Records Manager (RM), AstraZeneca created a new retention solution and methodology. The subset of content requiring attention was distributed to trained internal archivists in main hubs for investigative work. These records were examined and indexed before sending them to Documentum, ultimately decommissioning paper hubs.

THE BENEFITS

By using EMC’s retention solution, AstraZeneca has reduced their storage and retention costs and improved their regulatory compliance. Specifically, AstraZeneca has:

• Achieved significant cost savings by decommissioning thousands of legacy systems
• Minimized corporate risk by meeting industry-specific legal archiving and licensing requirements
• Reduced the time to respond to record locator requests via content indexing and automated filtering
• Recognized enterprise storage savings by purging unnecessary documents in a scalable and flexibly configured solution
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